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NEW YEAR SCHEDULE 
  
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 2013 
 9:30 AM: Paying respect to the Triple Gem;  
  Taking the Five Precepts;  
  Putting alms into alms bowls; Food Offering; 
  Lecture on the Dhamma 
 11:00 AM: Lunch for Buddhist Monks 
 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM: Music by Mohori Ensemble;  
  Playing folk games 
 11:30 AM: Parade of Deities 
 12:00 Noon: Trott Music 
 12:30 PM - 02:00 PM: YeeKe Show “Mak Theung” 
 02:00 PM - 06:00 PM : Music by MAYURA Band 
 07:30 PM : Paying respect to the Triple Gem;  
  Taking the Five Precepts; Chanting the  
  Paritta;  Lecture on the Dhamma. 
 

SUNDAY, APRIL 14, 2013 
 02:12 AM:  Greeting the New Year Deity named  
  TUNGSADEVI 
 9:30 AM: Paying respect to the Triple Gem;  
  Taking the Five Precepts;  
  Putting alms into alms bowls; 
  Food Offering; Lecture on the Dhamma 
 11:00 AM: Lunch for Buddhist Monks 
 10:00 AM - 12:00 Noon:  Music by Mohori Ensemble; 
    Playing folk games 
 12:00 Noon: Chhayam Music 
 12:30 PM - 2:00 PM: Presentation of Cambodian  
 traditional dance by the Sunday School Dance Troupe 
 New Year gifts for Sunday School students 
 02:00 PM - 6:00 PM : Music by MOROKOT 
 Drawing of raffle prizes 
 02:00 PM: New Year gifts to the Elderly; 
 New Year gifts to the public by drawing 
 

MONDAY, APRIL 15, 2013 
09:30 AM: Paying respect to the Triple Gem;  
 Taking the Five Precepts; 
 Putting alms into alms bowls;  
 Food Offering 
 11:00 AM: Lunch for Buddhist Monks 
 07:30 PM: Paying respect to the Triple Gem;  
 Taking the Five Precepts; 
 Chanting the Paritta;  
 Lecture on the Dhamma 
 

TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 2013 
 09:30 AM: Paying respect to the Triple Gem;  
 Taking the Five Precepts; 
 Putting alms into alms bowls;  
 Food Offering 
 11:00 AM: Lunch for Buddhist Monks 
 01:00 PM: Setting up sand mounts;  
 Sprinkling holy water on the Buddha Images and on 
 Buddhist Monks 
 
 

ៃថងេ រ៣៍េកើតែខេច្រត ព.ស ២៥៥៦ -១៣េម  គ.ស ២០១៣ 
េម៉ង៩:៣០នទី្រពឹក: នម ក រ្រពះរតន្រត័យ សមទនសីល ប់ប្រត រ 
បង ុ កូល េវរភត្ត ធមមេទសន 
េម៉ង១១:០០ នទី្រពឹក: ្របេគនចង្ហ ន់ចេំពះ្រពះសងឃ 
េម៉ង១០:០០ - ១១:៣០នទី្រពឹកៈ វង់េភ្លងមេ រចីប់្របគ ំ
េម៉ង១១:៣០ នទី្រពឹកៈ ពិធីដែង្ហេទវ  
េម៉ង១២:០០ ៃថង្រតង់: រប្ំរតុតចប់្របគ ំ 
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GREETINGS FROM THE PRESIDENT 
DR. SOVAN TUN 

 
 Greetings from Buddhist Monks of Vatt Buddhikara and from all members 
of the Board of Directors of the Cambodian Buddhist Society, Inc.!  Wel-
come to the Cambodian Buddhist Temple!  I hope you will enjoy the events 
that we have planned for you this year.  There are so many activities to be 
presented in two days that some are conducted concurrently.   
It is a Cambodian tradition to have a New Year celebration at Buddhist Tem-
ples throughout Cambodia because they are not only a place of worship, but 
also a community center.  To follow this tradition, Vatt Buddhikarama ex-
pects to receive thousands of people from different states of the Union for 

the New Year.  The Temple provides the opportunity for their reunion and offers the chance for 
young people to meet and to know each other, and to play together.  The Temple conducts Bud-
dhist services in the morning and entertainment activities in the afternoon.  The celebration of 
this year’s New Year will continue until Tuesday, April 16, 2013 for final blessing. 
The Temple tries to introduce new cultural activities every year.  This year, thanks to members 
of the Cambodian Community Day, the Temple is able to present a musical play entitled “MAK 
THEUNG”.  Actors are not professional; they are volunteers who receive no remuneration from 
the Temple.  Please join me in giving them loud applause for being generous to spend time 
away from the family for training and rehearsal, for being friendly and cooperative to work to-
gether, and for being courageous to go on stage.  New also is the parade of Deities (Tevodas) 
who will go on stage to transfer the power from the old deity to a new Deity.  TROT, a musical 
dance introduced last year, will play again.  Furthermore, folk games will be re-energized to 
show to young people what kind of games young Cambodians play together. 
Once again, I wish each and everyone a happy New Year.  May Lord Buddha bless you with 
prosperity, longevity, good health, and peaceful life during the New Year of the Serpent and 
many years to come.  May all beings be free from diseases, from hunger, from hate, and from 
discrimination. 
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Dear friends and families, 
 
On behalf of Cambodian Community Day (CCD) Board of Directors, members and volunteers, I would 
like to wish you a Happy Khmer New Year, Buddhist Era 2557, the Year of Snake. May you have suc-
cess, prosperity, good health in the year to come. 
 
As we are entering a new year, please take a moment to reflect upon ourselves what we  have done in 
the year past and what we should do to improve ourselves in life, and to better serve our community 
and the country. The new year era is full of excitement. We should cleanse our heart, our mind and soul 
when we receive the new year angel. We must truly follow Buddha’s teaching and Dharma without any 
reservation. We should spend more time helping others who are in need. We should love each other, 

love our neighbors as we love ourselves. We should reconcile any conflicts we may have. We must learn to forgive and forget. 
 
This year, the CCD has an opportunity to join an effort with the Cambodian Buddhist Society, Inc to bring you a Mak Theung 
show. The performance is the product of many volunteers from both organizations and the Cambodian American Heritage, 
Inc. We have worked tirelessly in the past few months to bring you the finest show. The performers are all volunteers. Please 
applaud them. The Mak Theung show will continue on to CCD Festival in September in Alexandria, VA.  
 
I also like to take this opportunity to tell you about our mission. In a nutshell, we are integrating Khmer culture into American 
society. We believe in the value of keeping and passing on our cultural heritage to our children. Also, we work to empower 
our Community, bridge distances, heal rifts and build bonds. The purpose of celebrating CCD Festival is to promote Cambodi-
an culture to the next highest level, to celebrate Khmer achievements and to strengthen Cambodian voice. Please support our 
cause. As you know, our country has abundant heritages, has an undisputable oldest and finest culture in Southeast Asia. But 
the world knows Cambodia only as a killing field. We seek to erase this bad perception. Please continue to talk good about 
Khmer and about our country, but still reflect on lives lost and altered. If you don’t, who will. 
 

សួស្តីឆន ថំម!ី ឆន មំ ញ់ បញចស័ក ព.ស.២៥៥៧ ~គ.ស.២០១៣ 
សូម ្វ គមន៍ដល់អស់េ កេ ក្រសីនិង្របយិមតិ្តជទីេម្រតី 
ៃថងេនះខញុមំនចតិ្តរកី យយ៉ងខ្ល ងំ េ យេឃើញវត្តមនរបស់អស់េ កេ ក្រសីនិង្របយិមតិ្ត ែដលបនអេញជើញមក
ចូលរួមកនុងពិធចូីលឆន ែំខមរ។ ងនមៃន្រកុមអភបិល សមជសិមជកិៃនសមគមទិ សហគមន៍ែខមរ ខញុសូំម្របសិទធិពរ
ជូនដល់េ កេ ក្រសីនិង្របយិមតិ្តទងំអស់េ យបន្របកបែតនឹងេជគជ័យសិរមីងគលវបុិលសុខ សុខភពមមួំន 

យុយឺនយូរ រកសីុមនបន ្រតជក់្រតជុកុំបំេីឃ្ល ងឃ្ល តេឡើយ។ កនុងឱកសចូលឆន ថំមេីនះ ខញុសូំមេ យ្របយីម្ិរត
សញជឹ ងរពឹំងគតិដល់អេំពើរល្អែដលបនេធ្វើកនុងឆន ចំស់ េហើយសូមបន្តរេទេទៀតកនុងឆន ថំម។ី េបើមនផលរមស់មនទិល
េ ហមង សូមសំ តចតិ្តេ យ្រជះ្រសឡះ ទទួលេទវ ឆន ថំម ីេហើយខិតខ្ំរបតបិត្ត មករេ្រប ន្របេ របស់្រពះពុទធ 
្រពះធម៌ ្រពះសងឃ េ យពិត្របកដឥតបន្លំែក្លងក្ល យ។ 
សមគមទិ សហគមន៍ែខមរមនេគលបណំងែតមួយ គជួឺយេលើកដេំកើងតៃម្លអរយិធម៌និង្របៃពណីែខមរេ យបន
ខពង់ខពស់ជងមុនេទេទៀតេនកនុងសហរដធ េមរកិ េធ្វើយ៉ង េ យេគទទួល គ ល់ែខមរេយើងេ្រចើនជងមុន។ សូមអរ
គុណជអតបិរមដល់ករជួយេ្រជមែ្រជងដល់វត្តពុទធិក ម និងដល់សមគមទិ សហគមន៍ែខមរ។ សូមអេញជើញកំ ន្ត
រកី យជមួយេយើងខញុ ៃំថងេនះ។ 
 
      Happy Khmer New Year! 
    Sincerely, 
    Ben Bao 
    CCD President 
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Mak Theung ORGANIZING COMMITTEE  គណៈកមម ករេរៀបចំេរឿងម៉កថ់ឺង 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

 
 

 

Organizing Committee 

Mak Theung Show Performers 

 

Ben Bao Ithara Phlong Salang Bao 

 
Khmer: 
      & 
English:  

Master of Ceremony Stage Management 

 

Yee Ke Master 

Bunna Ang 
As 

Pya Noy 

Mealy Chhim Rany Chao 

Dancers (selling flower) Dancers (selling cake) 

Sophat Suong Preoung Sou  

Dancers (selling medicine) Dancers (selling fishes) Dancers (selling vegetable) 

Ithara Phlong 

 

Sophia Tep 

Khuy Lim 

Saody Sok Somony Yann 
Tevi Chao 

As 

Arnold Nhim 
As 

General 

Sophiny Biv 

Sameuk Man 
As 

Mak Theung 

Tom Keo

Dancers (selling clothes) 

Sokeal Touch 

Juvy Nuth 
 

King 

Chanthary 
 Koch 

Siv Huor Duong 
 

Queen 

Pisey Prom 
 

Queen 
Entourage 

Isabelle Soria 
Hum 

Queen  
Entourage 

Dalin Prom 
 

Queen  
Entourage 

Natalie 
Chhuan 

Mealy 
Chhim 

Seng Chao 
Socheatah  

Ung 

Wardrobe 
Natalie Chhuan 
Salang Bao 
Chi-Ak Keat 
 
  

Mark Mey 
 

Veasna 
Say 

Sokito Chan 

Make-Up 
 Chanthary Koch  
 Vil Cheng 
 Sovathary Sen Hum  
 Aline Chan 
 Sokharey Lek  

Channa Pak 

Seng Chao 

Seng Chao 

Brandon Yuth   Everest Chhay Tara Chhay  Vichea Say  
                              Bloomer          Bloomer 

Vutha Pao 
Sound 
System 

Savant Sin         Heng 
 

Body  Guards 

Reaksmey     Woofram Chhay 
    Bun                   Bloomer           
   

 

Rehearsal 

Soldiers 

Sianat Meas Alex Pak 

Rama Chao 

Sophia Tep Yeap Skam 
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The Cambodian Buddhist Society, Inc. (CBS) was organized in 1976 and incorporated in the State of Maryland in 1978 
as a non-profit, religious, and educational organization.  It is the first Cambodian Buddhist temple to be established in 
the United States.  Its headquarters, Vatt Buddhikarama or Cambodian Buddhist Temple, was located first in Oxon Hill, 
then in New Carrollton, Maryland.  It moved to the present Silver Spring location in 1986. The Cambodian Buddhist 
Society, Inc. has four-fold objectives: 
 

1. To conduct Buddhist services; 
2. To conserve Cambodian culture; 
3. To provide training; and 
4. To provide humanitarian assistance. 

 
CBS is governed by a Board of Directors of 15 members.  The Board consists of 3 Buddhist monks automatically select-
ed without vote and 12 members elected bi-annually by members of the Cambodian Buddhist Society.  Also, tow inter-
nal auditors are elected.  Four stranding committees are created to perform different tasks: 
 

 Committee in charge of ceremonies, 
 Committee in charge of cultural affairs, 
 Committee in charge of security and public relations, 
 Committee in charge of construction and maintenance. 

 
CBS presently has 2 major buildings: residential building with Ceremony Hall and Vihara or Buddha Hall.  A Stupa is 
under late stage construction.  When finished, it will store Buddha Relic and people’s ash.  Vatt Buddhikarama holds in 
its collection many Khmer and Buddhist texts.  Its facilities have been used on several occasions by other Buddhist tradi-
tions for Buddha teaching and meditation. 
 
The Cambodian Buddhist Temple is not only a place of worship, but also serves as a Cambodian American community 
center.  It is the main contact for government agencies to reach out to Cambodian Americans.  It is a temporary shelter 
for the homeless and a feeding place for the hungry. 
 
The Cambodian Buddhist Temple conducts religious services on all Buddhist days, Buddhist holidays, and traditional 
holidays.  It performs services at the Temple or at private homes for private ceremonies, such as memorial services for 
departed ancestors or birthday celebrations.  Daily chanting takes place every morning and evening at the Temple. 
Under its youth program, CBS conduct a Sunday school comprising Khmer language, dance and music classes. The 
school is open to all young people ranging from ages 6 to 20.  Two kinds of dances (classical and traditional dances) are 
taught by former teachers and dancers in Cambodia.  Khmer music is taught by Master teacher who has received award 
from the National Endowment for the Arts. 

 
 

THE CAMBODIAN BUDDHIST SOCIETY, INC. 
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About Cambodian community day ទិ សហគមន៍ែខមរ 
Mission, Vision and Goal: 
The Cambodian Community Day (CCD) is a 501(c )(3) charitable  organization 
whose members are enthusiastic people sharing common interest in promoting Cam-
bodian culture and heritage.  We seek to integrate Khmer culture into American soci-
ety. We believe in the value of keeping and passing on our cultural heritage to our 
children. We work to strengthen Khmer voice, empower Khmer Community, bridge 
distances, heal rifts and build bonds among Khmers and other ethnic groups.  
 

We seek to increase the awareness, to present and preserve the Cambodian culture. 
Our vision is to do everything we possibly can to erase a bad perception about Cam-
bodia as a killing field. Our country has so much to offer. Our heritage is abundant, 
but the world know little about us. Most of us, Cambodian-Americans, are away from our homeland and adopt America 
as our own. We have a duty to keep our tradition and culture by showing them to our children. That is a small thing we 
can do. 
 

What We Do: 
In the past 13 years, we have employed different means to having the world to recognize Khmer civilization as an oldest 
and more prestigious culture of all times. Once of the most noticeable of our works in the Washington DC area is a year-
ly Cambodian Festival which draws thousands each year to attend. The goal of the festival is to bring Cambodian and 
American communities from all walk of lives together in recognition of Khmer achievements that strengthen the Khmer 
voice and to exhibit Cambodian heritages. The festival showcas-
es classical/folklore dances, performance show, traditional mu-
sic ensemble, traditional game and children activities.  
 

Beside the festival, we have participated in many cultural events 
to represent Cambodia such as Asian Festival in DC and in 
Northern Virginia, Asian American Pacific Heritage month in 
Prince William County Virginia, Catholic Cultural Heritage 
month just to name a few. Quite often throughout the year, our 
members have gone out to serve our community on a ad hoc 
basis.  
Another work we have done and is worth to mention is our web-
site, a digital repository of many useful information relating to 
culture, tradition and heritage. Half of visitors to our website are 
in Cambodia. For this reason, we are aggressively looking into 
publishing and deploying Khmer culture, tradition, heritage, lit-
erature and entertainment in Khmer. Visit our website today at 
www.CambodianCommunityDay.org. 
 

How We Operate: 
The CCD is operating solely on a volunteer basis. None of  
members, directors and officers get paid whatsoever. We do not 
receive any grant, but we will look into getting one in the future. 
We finance our operation from public donations and fundraising 
activities. We also donate a little money we have to other chari-
table organizations. From 2007 to 2010, we have provide 12 
scholarships in an amount of $3,600 to Cambodian students in 
Cambodia via CEE Foundation. In the past two years, we have 
donated money to volunteer group of Cambodian Buddhist Soci-
ety, Inc. that organized Cambodian Beauty Pageant, Angkor Era 
Cultural show. For 2013 Khmer New Year, the CCD has an hon-
or to organize Yeeke Mak Theung, an 18th Century Cambodian 
Love story to be performed at Cambodian Buddhist Temple. 
 

Future Outlook (wish list/dreams): 
The CCD wishes to have a Khmer Art Museum and a Water Fes-
tival in DC area. We also wish to build a website that publishes 
all relevant Khmer cultural artifacts. We are looking into joining 
a Southeast Asian History Research Institute to expand our 
knowledge on Cambodian culture.  

Important dates to remember 
 

 Friday June 14, 2013 — 
Father Day Celebration, 
Harvest Moon, Fall Church, 
Virginia 

 Sunday September 22, 2013 
Cambodian Cultural Festi-
val, Ben Brenman Park, Al-
exandria, Virginia 

CCD 2011 

CCD 2012 

CCD 2008 
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When is Khmer New Year 2013? 
The 2013 Khmer New Year Days fall on the 14, 15 and 16 of April, the year of Snake. The New Year’s angel of this 
year is Thungsak Tevy, the first daughter of Kabil Moha Prum. She is dwelling at Chatomahara Reachika Palace and 
wears a ruby necklace and her hair is adorned with a hairpin of pomegranate flower. As weapons, she carries a disc on 
her right hand and a shell on her left hand. She rides Garuda as a vehicle. Her favorite food is fig fruit.Thungsak Tevy 
will be arriving on April 14, time 2:12 am. So each house must be ready with the offering table and the burning of in-
cense sticks to welcome and make praying to New Year’s angel for a happiness and successful for the coming year. 
 

Preparation 

Before the New Year Days, each Cambodian house is decorated with flower and ornaments. They make an altar for 
offerings and worshiping new Angel of the year. Typical decoration includes, but may vary by region and practice: 

 A statue or picture of Buddha 

 5 incense sticks, 5 candles 

 A pair of decorated young banana tree 

 3 kinds of fruits, each kind prepared into 2 trays 

 Small jasmine flower braids to put on every offering 

 And the special offering for Tungsak Tevy’s favorite food, the Fig fruit. 

In addition, Cambodians make a hand-made lantern in the shape of a star lighted with candle. Each night, they gather 
before the altar and do the praying service by reciting dharma. During the day, old folks prepare foods and bring them 
to Buddhist temple while young folks play folk games. The biggest celebration for Khmer New Year is April 16, the last 
day when most people go to the Buddhist temple. Other religion followers celebrate the New Year a little bit different. 
The whole point is that everybody really has a good time. People who live in the city goes back to their native village 
and feast with their relatives and friends. 

Legend Perspective 

Once upon a time there is a young man named Dhammabal Koma (formerly an incarnation of the Buddha) who is a son 
of a rich man. Dhammabal Koma has finished his study of the three Vedas and also can speak the language of all 
birds. His talent and knowledge made him to be famous through out the area. One day, Kabil Moha Prum, who is the 
king of heaven heard about the cleverness of Dhammabal Koma and wanted to challenge him a test of intellectual abil-
ity by asking him to solve three riddles within seven days time period. If he looses the contest, Kabil Moha Prum, the 
king of heaven, will cut his own head off. If Dhammabal Koma could not solve the riddles, he must also cut off his head 
too. 
Six days have gone by and Dhammabal Koma still had no answer to the riddles. He was hopeless and thought that he 
would have to suffer his life for the King of Heaven the next day. With tremendous guilt, he decided to walk into deep 
forest and kill himself for his ashamedness. After a long distance of struggling in the forest, Dhammabal Koma had ar-
rived underneath of big palm tree. He was too tired. While he was about to fall asleep, he accidentally heard a conver-
sation of an eagle couple. The female eagle was enquired her male eagle about their food for tomorrow, and the male 
eagle replied that we will have Dhammabal Koma’s flesh for many days, because he will not be able to solve the Kabil 
Moha Prum’s riddles. Curiously, the female eagle asked her male eagle of what the riddles were all about. Her male 
eagle replied: 
 
1. Where is the charm in the morning? 
2. Where is the charm in the afternoon? 
3. Where is the charm in the evening? 
 
The male eagle then continues to tell his female eagle the answers: 
1. In the morning, charm lies on people’s face as they wash their face before starting a new day. 
2. In the afternoon, charm is on people’s chests as they bathe to cool their body from the afternoon heat. 
3. In the evening, charm is at people’s feet as they clean their feet after a full day of work and get ready for bed. 

 

KHMER NEW YEAR   ចូលឆន ែំខមរ KHMER NEW YEAR   ចលូឆន ែំខមរ 
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Legend (cont’d) 
After listening to the conversation of the eagles couple, 
Dhammabal Koma quickly recovered from tiredness and 
rushed back to his palace waiting for Kabil Moha Prum, 
the King of Heaven to answer his riddles. After hearing 
the right answers, Kabil Moha Prum who is a worthy and 
honorable God, wasted no time to arrange a decapita-
tion of his own head. 
 
As promised, Kabil Moha Prum cut off his own head due 
to his defeated. But before doing so, the King of Heaven 
calls his seven daughters to come and advised them 
that his head cannot be dropped down on earth or 
ocean. If the decapitated head were to touch the ground, 
then the whole earth would start to burn uncontrollably. 
If the head was thrown into the air, then it would stop 
raining forever. If it sunk in the ocean it would make the 
water evaporated. 
 
His head must be putting on a golden platter. All daugh-
ters who are angels must take turn to carry his head for 
ceremonial circle around mount Someru,(the mythical 
five peaked summit that contains the city of Brahma, 
home of the God). Every year during the Sangkran date, 
they paraded for seven rounds on this mountain before 
bringing the head back and keep in Kuntheakmali tem-
ple in heaven. 
 
If the New Year, which is April 13th, falls on: 
 
Sunday angel is Tungsa Tevy as the oldest daughter of Kabil 
Moha Prum, wears a ruby necklace, a pomegranate flower 
hairpin. She carries a disc on the right hand and on her left 
hand holding a shell. Fig fruit is her favorite food. Her vehicle is 
garuda. 
 
Monday angel is Koreak Tevy wears Angkeabos flower hair-
pin. She carries a sword with her right hand and a cane at the 
left. She rides a tiger and oil is her favorite food. 
 
Tuesday angel is Reaksa Tevy wears lotus flower hairpin. She 
drinks blood. In her hands are a trident at right, and a bow at 
left. Her animal is a horse. 
 
Wednesday angel is Mondar Tevy wears a Champa flower 
hairpin. Her weapons are a needle on right hand, and a cane 
on left. She drinks milk and rides a donkey. 
 
Thursday angel is Keriny Tevy wears a hairpin of Mondar flow-
er. Beans and sesame are her favorite foods. On her right 
hand carries a harpoon and on left hand a gun. Her vehicle is 
elephant. 
 
Friday angel is Kemira Tevy wears a hairpin of violet flower. 
She prefer banana as offering. She carries a sword on right 
hand and a zither on left hand. She rides water buffalo as vehi-
cle. 
 
Saturday angel is Mohurea Tevy wears a hairpin of Trokeat 
flower. She favors on deer meat. Her weapons are a disc and 
a trident. She rides a peacock. 

KHMER NEW YEAR   ចលូឆន ែំខមរ 
Cont’d Cont’d 

ពណ៌សពំត់េស្លកត្រមូវ មៃថងទងំ ៧ 
ទិតយ្រកហមខចីឬចស់  ច័នទផ្ល ស់េលឿងទុំ ្វ យអងគ រ 

ៃថងពុធសីុេលៀបសមេ ភ       ្រពហសបតិ៍ៃបតង្រតួយេចកខចី។ 
ពណ៌េខៀវ្រកេនៀវេ្របើៃថងសុ្រក ពណ៌និល្រពិលទុកេ រសិ៍រ ី
ែតងខ្លួន មកបួនេ ក្រសដ ី ចេ្រមើនសិរេីជគជ័យេអើយ។ 

ករកំណត់្របតិទិន 
ឆន េំនះជឆន ្ំរប្រកតមីស ្រប្រកតី រៈ ្រប្រកតីសុទិន។ ែខចនទគតចិនួំន
១២ែខ ៃថងកនុងចនទគតមិនចនួំន៣៥៤ៃថង។ ៃថងកនុងសុរយិគតមិនចនួំន
៣៦៥ៃថង។ ែខកុមភៈកនុងឆន ២ំ០១៤មនចនួំន២៨ៃថង។ 
ចូល្រពះវស ៖ ៃថងអងគ រ ១េ ជែខ ឍ ្រតូវនឹងៃថងទី២៣ែខ
កក្ត ២០១៣។ 
មឃបូជ៖ ៃថងចនទ១៥េកើតែខមឃ ព.ស.២៥៥៦ ្រតូវនឹងៃថងទី
២៥ែខកុមភៈឆន ២ំ០១៣។ 
វ ិ ខបូជ៖ ៃថងសុ្រក១៥េកើតែខវ ិ ខ ព.ស.២៥៥៦ ្រតូវនឹងៃថង
ទី២៤ឧសភឆន ២ំ០១៣។ 
ចូលពុទធសក ជ២៥៥៧៖ ៃថងេ រ ៍១េ ជែខវ ិ ខ  ្រតូវនឹងៃថង
ទី២5ឧសភឆន ២ំ០១៣។ 
្រចត់្រពះន័ងគល៖ ៃថងអងគ រ៤េ ជែខវ ិ ខ ព.ស.២៥៥៧ ្រតូវ
នឹងៃថងទី២៨ឧសភឆន ២ំ០១៣។ 
ៃថងបុណយភជបំណិ្ឌ ៖ ៃថងសុ្រក១៥េ ជែខភ្រទបទ ព.ស.២៥៥៧ 
្រតូវនឹងៃថងទី៤តុ ឆន ២ំ០១៣ (ៃថងទី៣,៤,៥ែខតុ )។ 
ៃថងេចញវស ៖ ៃថងេ រ១៍៥េ ជែខអស ុជ ព.ស.២៥៥៧ ្រតូវ
នឹងៃថងទី១៩តុ ឆន ២ំ០១៣។ 
ៃថង្រពះ ជពិធបុីណយអុទូំក៖ ៃថង ទិតយ១៥េកើតែខកត្តកិ ព.
ស.២៥៥៧ ្រតូវនឹងៃថងទី១៧វចិឆកឆន ២ំ០១៣ (ៃថង១៦,១៧,១៨
ែខវចិឆក)។ 
 

េដាយឯកឧតតម អឹម បូរិនទ នាយកៃនគណៈកមមការរសាវរជាវវជិាជ េហារាសារសត និងរបៃពណីទំេនៀមទមាល ប់ែខមរ។ 
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Moha Sangkran is an order of which the New Year is observed according to the Buddhist belief. It varies slightly from 
year to year because of different year, different guardian angel. One of the Kabel Moha Prum's daughter, taking turn car-
rying his head according to the Cambodian New Year legend.  
 
Day 1 - Maha Songkran 
Moha Songkran, derived from Sanskrit Maha Sankranti, is the name of the first day of the New Year celebration. It is the 
ending of the year and the beginning of a new one. People dress up and light candles and burn incense sticks at 
shrines, where the members of each family pay homage to offer thanks for the Buddha's teachings by bowing, kneeling 
and prostrating themselves three times before his image. For good luck people wash their face with holy water in the 
morning, their chests at noon, and their feet in the evening before they go to bed. It is also the entry into the New Year. 
At the Buddhist temple and at home, Cambodian people gather for a special reception for the arrival of Tevada signalled 
by the sound of the drum or bell. Throughout the day, people participate in ceremonies of games. One of the activities is 
building small sand mountains symbolizing the file-peak summit of Mount Meru. Mount Meru is the mythical Hindu moun-
tain that is considered to be the centre of the universe and home of the Gods, and is also symbolized by the architecture 
of Angkor Wat. Each piece of sand that is added to the mountains is believed to produce more health and happiness in 
people’s lives. During Maha Sahgrant, people also bring food for the monks and pray with them. 
 
Day 2 - Virak Wanabat 
Virak Wanabat is the name of the second day of the new year celebration. People contribute charity to the less fortunate 
by helping the poor, servants, homeless, and low-income families. Families attend a dedication ceremony to their ances-
tors at the monastery. It is also time for more praying. This day is the day to show consideration to the elders. Children 
give gifts to the parents, grandparents and teachers out of respect. It is also time to serve. Cambodians offer charity to 
less fortunate, participate in service activities, and forgive others for misdeeds that may have been done to them. The 
people continue to add to their sand mountains. 
 
Day 3 - Virak Leung Sak 
Leung Sak day is the name of the third day of the New Year celebration. Buddhists cleanse the Buddha statues and their 
elders with perfumed water. Bathing the Buddha images is the symbol that water will be needed for all kinds of plants 
and lives. It is also thought to be a kind deed that will bring longevity, good luck, happiness and prosperity in life. By 
bathing their grandparents and parents, children can obtain from them best wishes and good advice for the future. On 
this final day, the monks bless a sand mountain. This is also the day for the cleansing of Buddha statues. The people 
wash their Buddha statues Sraung Preah with perfume water. At home, children give bath to their parents. This is 
thought to be the kind deed that will bring good luck, long life, happiness and progress. The bathing also symbolizes 
hope for sufficient rainfall for the rice harvest. At this final day, the Cambodian people and government offer a special 
memory service for memory of fallen compatriots who defend of the country. 

MOHA SANGKRAN  ម ស្រងក ន្ត 

ឆន មំ ញ ់បញចសក័ 
ចុល្លសក ជ ១៣៧៣ ម សក ជ ១៩៣៥ ពុទធសក ជ ២៥៥៧ ្រគិស្តសក ជ ២០១៣ 

សភុមស្ត ុ! វរមងគល ជយតិេរក 

 
្រពះពុទធសក ជ្រពះ សនអតកិកន្ត កន្លងេទេហើយបន២៥៥៦្រតមឹៃថង១៥េកើតែខពិ ខដល់ៃថង១េ ជែខពិ ខឆន មំ ញ់បញចស័កេទ
ចូលពុទធសក ជ២៥៥៧។ 
នឹងគណនឆន មំ ញ់ ឥឡូវេនះស្រកក នចូលមកេនៃថង ទិតយ៤េកើតែខែច្រត្រតូវនិងៃថងទី១៤ែខេម គ.ស២០១៣ េវ េម៉ង២និង១២
នទីរលំង ្រធត។ េពលេនះ្រពះ ទិតយេចញពីមនី សីេទឋតិេនឯេមស សី មផ្លូ វេគវថីគីឺ ផ្លូ វក ្ត ល េទើបមនេទវធី មួយ្រពះ
អងគជមគគនយកិ ្រពះនម ធុង ៈេទវ ីជបុ្រតទីីមួយៃនកបលិម ្រពហម គង់េនចតុមម ជកិ ្រទង់អមពរព៌ណ្រកហម លម្អេន្រពះកណ៌
េ យេសៀតផក ទទឹម អភរណ្រទង់ពក់ែកវ បទុម គ ភក រ្រទង់េ យែផ្លឧទុមពរ ្រពះហស្ត ្ត ្ំរទង់កងច្រក ្រពះសហ្តេឆ្វង្រទង់ស័ងខ 
្រទង់ផទបំតិ្រពះេន្រតេលើខនង្រគុឌ (សត្វសេសះ) ជពហនៈ។ េទើបនអំស់េទវបុ្រតេទវធី ទងំមួយមនឺែសនេកដេិ ះេទកន់គុ ែកវធមម
មលី នទីភនៃំក សេខត្តហិមពន្ត ជទីតមកល់្រពះសិរជទីតមកល់្រពះសិរ កបលិម ្រពហម ែដលកមកល់េនេលើពនមស នមំកដែង្ហ 
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MOHA SANGKRAN  ម ស្រងក ន្ត 
្របទក ណិភន្ំរពះសុេមរុ ជ មផ្លូ វ្រពះ ទិតយចរចនួំន៦០នទី។ េទើបនយំកេទតមកល់ទុកកែន្លងេដើមវញិ េហើយ្របជុេំទវបុ្រតេទវធី ទងំ
មួយែសនេកដេិទ្រសង់ទឹក អេនត្តម ្រសះ ែដលមនទឺកហូរេចញពីបពំង់ថមែកវ ែដលជមត់េគឧសភ ជទងំ៧ ្រតជក់េក មក ន្ត
្រពះ ជហឬទយ័េហើយ នគំន ចូលេទសមទនរក សីលេ យេ មនស រកី យ្រគប់្រពះអងគ កនុងភគវសីតភ  ែដលវសិ កមមេទវ
បុ្រតនិមតិ្តថ្វ យ េដើមបបីេនទ បង់អភមងគលេ យ្រជះ្រសឡះ េហើយចេំរ ើននូវសិរសួីស្តីជ័យមងគលជនម យុយឺនយូរ ដល់េទវ និងមនុស សត្វ
ផងទងំ យ ងំពីឆន ថំមចូីលមកេនះបនធូរទូលទូំ យ សុខេក មក ន្តតេរៀងេទ។ 
 ៃថង ទិតយ៤េកើតែខែច្រត ្រតូវនឹងៃថងទី១៤ែខេម  គ.ស ២០១៣ េវ េម៉ង២និង១២រលំង ្រធត ជៃថងចូលឆន មំ ញ់បញចស័ក។ 
 ៃថងចនទ៥េកើតេច្រត ្រតូវនឹងៃថងទី១៥ែខេម  គ.ស. ២០១៣ ជ រៈវន័បត។ 
 ៃថងអងគ រ៦េកើតេច្រត ្រតូវនឹងៃថងទី១៦ែខេម  គ.ស. ២០១៣ េនេវ េម៉ង ០៥ និង ៥៦នទី ២៤ វនិទី ជ រៈេឡើងស័ក គ្រមប់ជស

្រងក នបៃីថង េ្រសចបរបូិណ៌ចូលជសកល ឆន មំ ញ់បញចស័ក ចុល្លសក ជ ១៣៧៥ និងម សក ជ ១៩៣៥ តេទ។ 
កនុងឧកសស្រងក ន្តទងំបៃីថង សូមអស់្របជពលរដធ្របុស្រសីផងទងំ យេរៀបចពំលិករេ្រគ ងសកក របូជ អុច្របទីបជ្វ  ថ្វ យ្រពះរតន
្រត័យ និងទទួល ្វ គមន៍េទវបុ្រតេទវធី ឆន ថំម ីេហើយខ្ំរបងឹលះបង់ចតិ្ត ្រកក់អនយតរិ ថយី ជច្ិរតអ្របយីជប់េ យគនំុំគុគួំនពយបទ
ឈន នីស ែដលេកើតមនកនុងឆន ចំស់េ យ្រជះ្រសឡះ ងំចតិ្ត្រប្រពឹត្តល្អ ្របកបេ យ េម ្ត  ករុ  មុទិ  ឧេបកខ  និង បញញ  េធ្វើបុណយ
សុនទរទ៍ន ម្របៃពណី រក សីល្របេំ យបនជប់ជនិចច េនះេទើពេទវ នឹងេ យពរសពទ ធុក េ កអនកនឹងមនសិរសួីស្តី សុភ
មងគលវបុិលសុខ្រគប់្របករ ងំពីឆន ថំមេីនះតេរៀងេទ។ 
 
 

Cont’d 

រ ្ត បទ់ទលួេទវ  
រណាត ប់ទទួលេទវតាតាមទំេនៀមពីបុរាណេរៀងរហូតមក រតូវេរៀបរានទទួលេទវតាេនៅខាងមុខផទះមួយសំរាប់តាងំេរគឿងពលីការេផសងៗ។ រតូវ
រាបរកាលសំពតព់ណ៌ស េហើយេរៀបចំនូវេរគឿងសកាក របូជាេទវតា មានជាអាទិ៍បាយសី៩ថាន ក់មយួគូ បាយសី៧ថាន ក់មួយគូ (សរមាប់េនៅរពះ
បរមរាជវាងំ) សរមាប់រគួសារធមមតា បាយសី៥ថាន ក់មួយគូ បាយសី៣ថាន ក់មយួគូ បាយសីឆាមមួយគូ សាល ធមម៌ួយគូរ ទឹកអបម់ួយគូរ េទៀន៥
ធូប៥ លាច៥ ផាក ៥ដាក់េលើេជើងពានមួយគូ េចកនួន េចកណំាវ៉ាេជើងពានមូយគូ ែផលេឈើ១១មុខ (៣ឬ៥មុខជាការធមមតាសរមាប់របជារារសត) 
េរៀបដាក់េជើងពាន១១គូ ដងូេឡៅមួយគូ ទឹកសាអ តពីរែកវ។ ឆាន ំេនះគូររកែផលឧទមពរ ែផលលាវ ម៉ង់ ដាក់ទទួលេទវតាផង េរពាះជាភាកសាហាររបស់
េទវធីតា។ េរសចេហើយេនៅវាលាេម៉ាងែដលេទវតាចុះមក រតវូជួបរបជុំរកុមរគសួារេដើមបីថាវ យបងគំរពះ នមសការរពះរតនៈរត័យ សមាទាន
សីល េហើយតាំងចិតតេអាយបានសាអ តបរិសុទធ រជះរសឡះនូវមនទិលទាំងពួង តមកល់ចិតតរំពឹងគតិេទៅេលើ រពះពុទធ រពះធម៌ រពះសងឃ ជាទីរំពឹង
ទីរឮកលុះចបព់ធិីទទួលេទវតា។ 

េដាយឯកឧតតម អមឹ បូរិនទ នាយកៃនគណៈកមមការរសាវរជាវវិជាជ េហារាសារសត និងរបៃពណីទំេនៀមទមាល ប់ែខមរ។ 
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Mak theung in a snapshot  េរឿងម៉កថ់ឺង 
We do not know who wrote the story and when it happened. It appears the story is being passed on from generation to 
generation by word of mouth. We have attempted to contact several institutions for more information, but were unsuc-
cessful. For our show, we based the story on a DVD production by Hang Meas in 2001. The show is purely a musical 
entertainment 
 
The Story of Mak Theung in a Snapshot 
Mak Theung is a Cambodian 18th century love story torn apart by a cruel act of a mean prince, Pya Noy. It is a love be-
tween a peddler, Mak Theung, selling costmetic products and his younger wife, Meuy Cheuy. They lived happily in the 
village surrounded by many good friends. One day, the prince and his entourage visited the market place in the rural 
country where Mak Theung and Meuy Cheuy sells their beauty product in a booth nearby. Meuy Cheuy is a very beauti-
ful young woman. Her beauty caught the prince Pya Noy's eyes. He then developed a desire to have Meuy Cheuy as one 
of his concubines. He ordered his guards to find out about her. The guards reported back to prince Pya Noy that Meuy 
Cheuy was already married to an older man. Thinking that Meuy Cheuy had no future with a poor older man, he attempt-
ed to lure her into loving him. Meuy Cheuy refused as she was deeply in love with her husband Mak Theung. Realizing 
that he could not convince Meuy Cheuy to love him,  Pya Noy ordered his guards to kidnap her.  
The kidnapping by prince  Pya Noy caused an uprising as people saw unjustice and demanded the king to release her. 
The prince tried to convince his father that he and Meuy Cheuy fell in love and there was no coercive act. He also threat-
ened to kill Meuy Cheuy if she told the king the truth.  
 
Perplexing about the truth of the situation, the king ordered a chief justice to hold a people court hearing. The chief jus-
tice arranged three trips in which Mak Theung, Meuy Cheuy and prince Pya Noy took part. 
 
In the first trip, Mak Theung and Meuy Cheuy travelled together. Because of his true love with his wife, Mak Theung 
felt so concerned of Meuy Cheuy carrying the heavy drum. He moved the drum closer to his side so that the drum weight 
would be heavier on his side and lighter on his wife's side. He told his wife that he had been feeling very sad knowing 
that she was unfaithful to him. Meuy Cheuy cried helplessly and tried to convince her husband that she still loved him 
and that what she did was not on purpose because she was afraid of being killed. The eavesdropper reported everything 
she heard to the chief justice. 
 
In the second trip, prince Pya Noy and Meuy Cheuy travelled together. The prince did not show his concern about Meuy 
Cheuy carried the heavy drum. He kept the drum in the middle of the carrying stick. He did not care how heavy it was on 
Meuy Cheuy's side. Not only that, Prince Pya  Noy affirmed his threat to Meuy Cheuy that if she ever told the truth he 
will kill her with his sword. The eavesdropper reported everything she heard to the chief justice. 
 
In the third trip, prince Pya Noy and Mak Theung travelled together. Prince Pya Noy told Mak Theung that he is a poor 
old man that does not deserve a love from a beauty like Meuy Cheuy. He said he has power and status as high as a 
mountain top and Mak Theung social status as low as a worm beneath the ground. Mak Theung humbly replied that he 
knows he is poor and his social status is low, as low as grass, but he is honest and that he has not done any cruel act. He 
pointed out that Prince Pya Noy belongs to an elite status as high as the mountain top, but he had destroyed the happi-
ness of innocent people, therefore  the prince is worst than an animal. Mak Theung also reminded the prince that the 
grass is always higher than the mountain top. Those got the prince even madder. The eavesdropper reported everything 
she heard to the chief justice. 
 
The chief justice then reported to the king what had happened. The king punished his son and returned Meuy Cheuy to 
her husband, Mak Theung. Tragically, Meuy Cheuy, unable to live with the guilt of her infidelity, committed suicide. 
 
Mak Theung Performance 
We selected several scenes of the Mak Theung musical drama produced by Hang Meas to be our show. These scenes are 
meant to be both entertaining and educational.  The fundamental values from the show are as follow: 

 Love has no barrier 
 Love cannot be bought 
 Truth is found via a smart approach 

 
Sequence of Events 
Our show will be tailored around the above theme: 

 The livelihood of Cambodian Royal Court 
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Mak theung in a snapshot  េរឿងម៉ក់ថងឺ 
 The livelihood of Cambodian Market 
 The market visit of Prince Pya Noy 
 The attempt to lure love 
 The attempt to buy love 
 The love is stolen 
 The smart way of administering justice. 

 
Scenes 
Scene 1: Homrong 
In any Cambodian show, it usually preludes with a scene of Homrong. It is a ritual of blessing and praying to dancing 
gods and our ancestors for flawless performances. Cambodian American Heritage, Inc. (CAHI) will perform the scene. 
 
Scene 2: Lives at Royal Court 
During the Khmer New Year 2013 celebration, this is about a parade of royal families to the palace where the King (do 
not know what his name) and his son Pya Noy perform a New Year feast. This is to introduce Prince Pya Noy, one of the 
main characters in the show. The scene mainly consists of: 

 a praying ritual, symbolizing reception of new angel Thungsak Tevi; 
 a honoring Grand Master of martial art followed by a demonstration Bokoto 
 a peacock dance 

 
Scene 3: the livelihood of Cambodian rural market 
The scene is about Mak Theung and Meuy Cheuy are peddling cosmetic products, followed by a dancing scene. 
The dancing is a masterpiece developed for CCD 2006 by Master Sichan Ouk. Mr. Socheata Ung is the Master of the 
Mak Theung show of Khmer New year 2013. 
The dance will be in pair dancing crossing the stage. Then each couples present what they are selling according the mu-
sic rhythm and lyric. They are:  

 Couple selling flowers 
 Coupe selling cakes 
 Couple selling clothes, silks, Holl, Pha Moung 
 Couple selling traditional medicines 
 Couple selling fishes 
 Couple selling vegetables 
 Mak Theung & Meuy Cheuy selling cosmetics 

 
Scene 4: the visit of Prince Pya Noy 
The performance is on and in front of the stage. Prince Pya Noy, his male entourage, his general and soldiers are visiting 
the market place. Prince falls in love with Meuy Cheuy, Mak Theung’s wife, at first sight. 
 
Scene 5: the attempt to lure Meuy Cheuy 
The performance is on stage. Prince Pya Noy sends his general to call for Meuy Cheuy to see him. The prince attempts 
to lure Meuy Cheuy into loving him. She refuses. 
 
Scene 6: the attempt to buy love 
The performance is on stage. Knowing that Meuy Cheuy will not fall for him,  Prince Pya Noy sends his general to call 
for Mak Theung to see him.  The prince asks Mak Theung to exchange his wife with large sum of money and jewelry, 
anything he wants. Mak Theung refuses. 
 
We will conclude our presentation to scene 6 for this New Year.  However for the Cambodian Community Day Festival, 
we will perform the complete story.  Please join us on September 22nd, 2013 at Ben Brenman Park, Alexandria, Virgin-
ia.  You can read more about Cambodian Community Day festival on page  11 or visit our website at 
www.CambodianCommunityDay.org. 
 

Cont’d 

We would like to thank the Cambodian Buddhist Society, Inc. for the opportunity to organize the show, the CCD members and vol-
unteers, the performers of the the Cambodian American Heritage , Inc (CAHI), the members of the Cambodian Buddhist Society 
Cultural Group, and all the volunteers and committee members for their dedicated time and services to make the Mak Theung show 
possible.  
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Mak theung sing-along lyric  ចេ្រមៀងេរឿងម៉កថ់ងឺ 
ម៉ក់ថងឺលកេ់្របងេម  

ស. ទឹកអប់អឺយ ទឹកអប់ េ្របងេម  
(បនទរ) ែថ្លងពីម់៉ក់ថងឺ ពីរនក់នឹងភរយិ អឺអឺយ  ែថ្លងពីម់៉ក់ថងឺ ពីរនក់នឹងភរយិ អឺអឺយ េគែតងនគំន  េដើរលក់ ឱ!េ្របងេម  អឺអឺយ េគែតង
នគំន  េដើរលក់ ឱ!េ្របងេម ។ 
ស. ឱ!អស់េ កេអើយ អេញជើញ ជវេ្របងេម   (បនទរ) អឺអឺយ ឱ!អស់េ កេអើយ អេញជើញ ជវេ្របងេម  
ស. អស់េ ក បេទ េថកើងយស ខពស់សក្ត  (បនទរ) អស់េ ក បេទ េថកើងយស ខពស់សក្ត ។ 
ស. មនសព្វេ្របងេម  ្រកមួន អប់ខ្លិនផក   (បនទរ) អឺអឺយ មនសព្វេ្របងេម  ្រកមួន អប់ខ្លិនផក  
ស. មចតិ្ត្របថន  ក្លនិពណ៌ ល្ៗអ ែប្លក  (បនទរ) មចតិ្ត្របថន  ក្លនិពណ៌ ល្ៗអ ែប្លក។ 
ប. សេំឡង្រសួយេ្រសស អូនេចះេ្រច ងសេំនៀងឯក អឺអឺយ (ពីរដង) រូបល្អគប់ែភនក ភ្រក្ត្រសស់ ឱ្របមឹ្របយីអឺយ 
(បនទរ) រូបល្អគប់ែភនក ភ្រក្ត្រសស់ ឱ!្របមឹ្របយីអឺយ។ 
ប. សពំត់ល្អែប្លក សមនឹង វេទសឯកថមអីឺយ (ពីរដង) 
ប&ស.  េដើរលក់នឹងប្ត ីសមគន ឱ!អ ច រយអឺយ  (បនទរ) េដើរលក់នឹងប្ត ីសមគន ឱ!អ ច រយអឺយ។ 
(បនទរ) ែថ្លងពីម់៉ក់ថងឺ ពីរនក់នឹងភរយិ អឺអឺយ  ែថ្លងពីម់៉ក់ថងឺ ពីរនក់នឹងភរយិ អឺអឺយ េគែតងនគំន  េដើរលក់ ឱ!េ្របងេម  អឺអឺយ េគែតង

នគំន  េដើរលក់ ឱ!េ្របងេម ។ 

ម៉ក់ថងឺ 
១. (ប) េនះនឹងថ្ល ែថ្លងពីម៉ក់ថងឺ  េន្រសុក ្រតងឺ ជធនី  (ពីរដង)  
កសំត់ទុរគតឥតគណន បបួលភរយិលក់េ្របងេម អឺយ អឺអឺអឺងអឺអឺយ...។ 
២. ែ្រសកេ មយឺយឺយេហើយសួរគន  ែកវកុរុំញ េឆមេឆ្ល   (ពីរដង)  
(ស) នងេរៀបសព្វ្រគប់េ្របងេម  េចេ ន៉គំន កត់ មផ្លូ វេទអឺយ អអឺឺអឺងអឺអឺយ....។ 
៣. (ស) ្របពនធក៏ទូល  (ប) ប្តក៏ីែរក (ស) ពុំមនអល់ែអក ក់ចនិ្ត  (ពីរដង)  
ៃថងកន់រេសៀល្រពះសុរយិ ធី នគំន កត់ មផ្លូ វេទអឺយ។ អឺអឺអឺងអឺអយឺ....។ 
៤. (ប) បងជូរមត់ ស់ ប្អូន្រសី ្របណីសុំ ្ល បនមួយម៉ត់  (ពីរដង) 
(ស) ជនិ ស់េ កអឺយេសទើរែបក្របម៉ត់ សុំ ្ល មួយម៉ត់នេំ យេក្ត ចតិ្តអយឺ អឺអឺអឺងអអឺយឺ...............។ 
 

ទិដធភពកនងុផ រ 
ស. អនកេអើយបនអ្វ ីមកលក់ខ្លះ មកលក់ខ្លះ ខញុប៉ំះេលើផក  េទើបឱ!រកីថម ីម្លះិរួតម្លះិ  ផក េអើយនួន្រសី 
ចប៉ំចបុំ ីផក ចនធូ   (បនទរ) អឺយ អឺអឺអឺងអឺយ ខរៃម៉ ឱ!អនកអឺយ។ 
ស. ខញុមំនបក់បនិ េ យសង់ខយ េ យសង់ខយ បក់ែខងមងខ  លតឱ!្រ វកូរ អន ម្រកពងលមុត ឱ!ជមពូ  

គូដូងេចក្រកូចអេំព (បនទរ) អឺយ អឺអឺអឺងអឺយ ខរៃម៉ ឱ!អនកអឺយ។ 
ប. ផឌបឹផមួង ហូលេលប ើកថម ីហូលេលប ើកថម ីេទសឯកែ្រពក ីមនអឺយសេខម  ចរបប់េខៀន ្ល ត់ ពណ៌ឱ!្រចលេឆ្អ  ទិញេទេ្របើ្របស់ 
ជប់កន្លង  (បនទរ) អឺយ អឺអឺអឺងអឺយ ខរៃម៉ ឱ!អនកអឺយ       (ត...) 
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ប. ឯខញុអំនកភន ំមនឱសថ មនឱសថ ភ្លុកែចវល្លិព័ទធ ក្តួចឱ!ក្ត ត្របង់ ពយបលេ គជ មឱ!ចតិ្តប៉ង ហូំបែតម្តង េ គជេធង (បនទរ) 

អឺយ អឺអអឺឺងអឺយ ខរៃម៉ ឱ!អនកអឺយ។ 
រួម. លុះចតិ្តភ្លឺ ្វ ងបេ្រនទ ងជក់ បេ្រនទ ងជក់ ែតងតួេស្ល កពក់ភងឱ!កភំង និគមន៍សមគន ល្អឱ!ឥតម៉ង 
ចរេចញ្រតសង េហើយេដើរេទ្  (បនទរ) អឺយ អឺអឺអឺងអឺយ ខរៃម៉ ឱ!អនកអឺយ។ 
ប. អែណ្ត ងេផទ ងផទក់ កញចុ ះ្រកញ់ កញចុ ះ្រកញ់ ្រពួល្របេរៀលលិញ េដៀបរស់៉ស ្ត យ ្រតេីពធែិក្អកសពិននិង្រតកី្ល ងំ យ ្រកមឹ
្រកយ្រគុ្ំរកុស សព្វ ច់្រត ី (បនទរ) អឺយ អឺអឺអឺងអឺយ ខរៃម៉ ឱ!អនកអឺយ។ 
ស. ្រតសក់េឃ្ល កេ ព  នេនង្រតប់ នេនង្រតប់ មន្រគប់េ្រគ ងជរី េលម តស្លឹកៃ្រគរេំដង ៃសពេខៀវៃសពសែណ្ត កួរែវង ្រតកួនឳឡឹក 
្រត ច ្វ យ   (បនទរ) អឺយ អឺអឺអឺងអឺយ ខរៃម៉ ឱ!អនកអឺយ។ 
ស. ចែំណកខងខញុ  ំមនេ្របងេម  មនេ្របងេម  ប្រគប់គន េទ េកើតសុខសួស្តី បបនទងំេកមងចស់ ឱ!្របុស្រសី ចអំអីេញជើញ

ម្រតូវករ   (បនទរ) អឺយ អឺអឺអឺងអឺយ ខរៃម៉  

ពយ៉ណយ្របពតផ រ 
១. ែនេវ ើយពួកឯង ទងំអស់គន   រូតរះមនមីន   េបសសំ តផ រ     (បនទរ)  ែនេវ ើយពួកឯង ទងំអស់គន   រូតរះមនមីន   េបសសំ តផ រ 
 ្រពះអងគពយណ៉យ  េអើយ ជបុ្រ   យង្រក លផ រ  មហឫទយ័។ 
២. េបើមនភក់្រជ ំ ដក់ខងមុខ  ឆប់កយកប់លប់  រួចបង្ហ ប់ដ ី (បនទរ)  េបើមនភក់្រជ ំ ដក់ខងមុខ  ឆប់កយកប់លប់  រួចបង្ហ ប់ដ ី
 អនកលក់បែន្ល  ជរីេមទសស្លឹកៃ្រគ  ថយេ យឆង យវុ ី កុេំនេទើសមុខ។ 
(បនទរ)  កនេយើងអឺយទងំអស់គន   រូតរះមនីមន   េបសសំ តផ រ  (ពីរដង) ្រពះអងគពយណ៉យ េអើយ ជបុ្រ   យង្រក លផ រ  មហឫទយ័។ 
៣. អនកលក់្រតផី្អក  ្រតងីប់ស្អុយ  ្រតឆី្អ ប្រតៃី្រប  និង្រត្ីរបហុក    (បនទរ) អនកលក់្រតផី្អក  ្រតងីប់ស្អុយ  ្រតឆី្អ ប្រតៃី្រប  និង្រត្ីរបហុក 
 ឆប់េរ ើថយេ្រកយ  អឺយេហើយ្រគបទុក  កុេំ យេទើសមុខ អងគក ្រ ។ 
៤. េបើ ្ត ប់ឮេហើយ  ្រតូវ្របញប់  េរៀបរយេ យឆប់  កុេំ យយូរករ (បនទរ) េបើ ្ត ប់ឮេហើយ  ្រតូវ្របញប់  េរៀបរយេ យឆប់  កុំ
េ យ យូរករ េស្តចយងមកទត  អឺយមនិធមម   េវ ើយៗអនកផ រ  ្របយ័តនសដំ។ី 
(បនទរ)  កនេយើងអឺយទងំអស់គន   រូតរះមនីមន   េបសសំ តផ រ  (ពីរដង) ្រពះអងគពយណ៉យ េអើយ ជបុ្រ   យង្រក លផ រ  មហឫទយ័។ 
 

ខញុំមនប្តីេហើយ 
បនទរ. ដូងៃដេទពករៃដកង េពញចតិ្តចចំង េនែតរលឹក ល់េពលយប់ៃថង េនែតនឹក ល់ ង ចយប់្រពឹក រលឹកៃដកង។ 
ប. កុ បមសដុះ អឺយេនសួគ៌ ជី មកដុះ កនុងភក់្រជ ំយកបងេធ្វើប្ត ីអឺយេទើបសក្តសម ឈប់ខលំក់ដូរ េថកទបេទ។ 
ស. សូម្រពះករុ  អឺយេ្របស្របណី ដល់ខញុមំច ស់្រសី ែដលលងង់េខ្ល  កុេំធ្វើដូេចនះ សូមថយេចញេទ ែ្រកងេគេដៀលេផ អឺយដូចតរិចឆ ន។ 
ប. បងបនេឃើញ្រសី កមកេ្រញជ ល ដុតេ លរូបបង កលយណ ្រស ញ់អូន ស់ អឺយ្រទពុំំបន កលយណ្រស ញ់ អឺយបង
េទ។ 
ស. សូម្រពះករុ  េម ្ត េ្របស សេន្ត សដល់ខញុ  ំមច ស់លងង់េខ្ល  មនិែមនទេំនរ អឺយេទេឆមេឆ្ល  ខញុ ្ំរតូវជ្របពនធ េគេទេហើយ។ 
បនទរ. ដូងៃដេទពករៃដកង េពញចតិ្តចចំង េនែតរលឹក ល់េពលយប់ៃថង េនែតនឹក ល់ ង ចយប់្រពឹក រលឹកៃដកង។ 
ប. ្អ តេអើយ! ្អ ត្រសស់ ្រសស់្រសួលេ្រសើប បំ ច់ចេំពើប ្រសស់្រ ណេ្រតើយ ្រស ញ់បងចុះ អឺយមនិខុសេឡើយ អបូំរេនះេហើយ  
េស្តច្រ ញ់ែផនដ។ី            (ត...) 
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ស. សូម្រពះករុ  េម ្ត េ្របស សេន្ត សតបតិខញុ  ំមច ស់មនប្ត ីេឈម ះបងម៉ក់ថងឺ អឺយមច ស់ចតិ្ត្រសី គូរអី្រពះអងគ េធ្វើដូេចនះ។ 
ប. អំ ចបុ្រតេស្តច អឺយ្រ ញ់ែដនដ ីេធ្វើអ្វសីេខម  ្រតូវឥតខុស សមបត្តេិ្រចើន ស់ អឺយអូនេជឿចុះ េសនហ៍្របុសនងបន អឺយខពស់ផុត្រសី។ 
 

សុដំូរ្របពនធ 
ព=ពយណ៉យ  ម=ម៉ក់ថងឺ 

ព. េអើ! ម៉ក់ថងឺមកដល់េហើយអឺយ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! េអើយេតើ  អឺយចង់បនអ្វី? េយើងដូរ្របពនធ អឺយ េថម ងថម ី ចង់បនអ្វី អឺយ
ថមកចុះ              (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! អយឺ!អ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ។ 
ម. សូមល្អងធូលីេ្របសករុ អឺយ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ!  េបើជនំែនក ចេធ្វើដូេចន ះ ែតេនះ្របពនធ អយឺពុំគួរេ ះ ខញុ ្ំរស ញ់េ ម ះ អឺយ
លុះក ណិក យ័    (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! អយឺ!អ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ។ 
ព. ែន !ចូរ គតិេ យចបស់អឺយ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ!  ចស់ខ្លួន្រក អឺយកុគំតិខ្លី មសេពជែកវកង អឺយមនតៃម្ល ខ្វល់អ្វីយកេទ អឺយ
ករ្របពនធ។ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! អឺយ!អ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ។ 
ម. មនិ ចេទរួចេទករុ អយឺ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ!   េម ្ត សេន្ត ស អយឺេទះក ត់ធន សខំន់េចះ្រទ ំកចិចករ្រ លធងន់ ែរកពុនហត់
កយ អឺយែត្រសួលចតិ្ត (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! អឺយ!អ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ។ 
ព. េយើងបុ្រតេស្តច្រ ញ់ គ ល់េទ អឺយ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ!  យកេទ  អឺយេយើង ណិត កុេំ យេយើងខឹង អឺយែ្រប្របួលចតិ្ត កុំ
គតិ្របទូស អឺយនរំខំន (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! អឺយ!អ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ។ 
ម. បពិ្រតក តៃថ្លអងគបុ្រ អឺយ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ!  ករុ មនិ ៊ ន អឺយ្រទុស្ត មនយ ែតេរឿង្របពនធ អឺយប្តូ រមនិបន សូម្រទង់្របទន 
អឺយេ យ្របណី  (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! អឺយ!អ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ។ 
ព. េយើ! ម៉ក់ថងឺ េចរេម អឺយ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ!  ជទំស់នឹងេយើង អឺយបុ្រតមច ស់ដ ីេតើឯងបនដងឹែដរឬអី េលើដមីនអ្វី អឺយធជំង
េយើង?  (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! អឺយ!អ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ។ 
ម. េបើបង់្របពនធទីេសន អឺយ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ!  សូម្រទង់ខន័ថ្ល  អឺយ រៃដេយើង ពុះ្រទូងរូងេពះ អយឺេបះកនុងេភ្លើង ចងឆក ងសម្ល ប់ 
ទូលបងគចុំះ (បនទរ) អ!ឺអ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ! អឺយ!អ!ឺអងឺ!អយឺ។ 

Sky Phenomenon 2013     បតុភូតេលើៃភទេមឃ 

There are two solar eclipses and three lunar eclipses in 2013. 
1. Partial Luna Eclipse of April 25  

ចនទរគាសជាអឌឍរគាសេនៅរារតីៃថងរពហសពិ៍១៥េកើតែខែចរតឆាន ំមសាញ់ េមើលេឃើញេនៅអុឺរុ៉ប អារហវីកា អូរសាត លី អាសុី។ កមពុជាេមើលេឃើញេនៅ 
េម៉ាង២៖៥១នាទី េហើយចប់េនៅេម៉ាង៣៖២៥នាទី រគាន់ែតជារសេមាលរកហម។ 
The first lunar eclipse of 2013 occurs at the Moon's ascending node in southern Virgo. It lasts less than 27 minutes and is visible 
primarily from the Eastern Hemisphere: eastern Europe or Africa, central Asia or western Australia. Eastern parts of South America 
will experience moonrise with the eclipse already in progress. It is not visible from North America. 
 

េម៉ាង៤៖២៦ដល់េម៉ាង១០៖២៦។ េនៅរបេទសកមពុជាេមើលអត់េឃើញេទ។ 

ECLIPSES DURING 2013  ្រគសកនងុឆន ២ំ០១៣ 
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ECLIPSES DURING 2013  ្រគសកនងុឆន ២ំ០១៣ 
 2. Annular Solar Eclipse of May 10  

សូរយរគាសជាចិេញចៀនេនៅៃថងសុរក១េកើតែខពិសាខឆាន ំមសាញ់ េមើលេឃើញេនៅអូរសាត លី នូែវលេហសឡង់ សូលូមុង បាសុីហវីកណាត ល ចាប់េផតើមពី
េម៉ាង៤៖២៦ដល់េម៉ាង១០៖២៦។ េនៅរបេទសកមពុជាេមើលអត់េឃើញេទ។ 
The first solar eclipse of 2013 occurs at the Moon's descending node in eastern Ares. It is visible in Australia, New Zealand, eastern 
Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands and the Gilbert Islands.  
 

3. Penumbral Lunar Eclipse of May 25 

ចនទរគាសេនៅៃថងេសៅរ៍១េរាជែខពិសាខឆាន ំមសាញ់ ចាប់េផតើមពីេម៉ាង១០៖៤៣េទៅដល់េម៉ាង១១៖៣៨។ េនៅរបេទសកមពុជាេមើលអត់េឃើញេទ។ 
The second lunar eclipse of the year again occurs at the Moon's ascending node in Scorpius. It is such a shallow eclipse that is only 
of an academic interest since it will be all but impossible to detect. 
 

4. Penumbral Lunar Eclipse of October 18 

ចនទរគាសេនៅៃថងេសៅរ៍១េកើតែខអសសុជឆាន ំមសាញ់ េមើលេឃើញេនៅអាេមរីក កាណាដា អុឺរុ៉ប អារហវីកា។ េនៅរបេទសកមពុជាេមើលអត់េឃើញេទ។ 

The last lunar eclipse of the year is a relatively deep penumbral eclipse with a magnitude of 0.7649. It should be easily visible to the 
naked eye as a dusky shading in the southern half of the Moon. Eastern Canada will see the entire event. The rest of Canada and the 
USA will see moonrise with the eclipse already in progress. It is also entirely visible in Europe and Africa.   
 

5. Total Solar Eclipse of November 3 

សូរយរគាសេនៅៃថងអាទិតយ១េកើតែខកកតិកឆាន មំសាញ ់េមើលេឃើញេនៅអាេមរីកខាងេជើងនិងខាងតបូង អារហវីកា។ េនៅកមពុជាេមើលអត់េឃើញេទ។ 
It is a rare hybrid or total eclipses in which some sections of the path are annular while other parts are total. It is visible in North 
Atlantic and equatorial Africa, North America, northern South America, southern Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 

Cont’d 

BUDDHISM AND MANNER CLASS 
 

Teachings of Buddhism and Cambodian manner are intro-
duced to young students who want to learn.  Buddhism 
class covers topics including main beliefs, moral conduct, 
relationships with parents, with teachers, with each other, 
with employers, concept of Karma, impermanent life, no-
self life, Buddhist service, etc.  It also includes principle 
and practice of basic meditation and chanting.  Cambodi-
an manner class covers topics like how to sit, how to greet 
different people, how to speak to different people, how to 
light candles and incenses, etc. 
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Cambodian Buddhist society cultural committee 

The Cambodian Buddhist Society Culture Committee (CBSCC) was organized in 1989 under the sponsorship of the 
Cambodian Buddhist Society (CBS), Inc. CBS operates a temple in Silver Spring which serves as a place of worship as 
well as a community gathering center for Cambodians in the Metropolitan Washington area. 
 
CBSCC focuses on educating Washington-area residents on the Cambodian language and traditional arts. CBSCC pre-
serves and passes on the unique, beautiful traditions that characterize Cambodian culture, which were developed by gen-
erations of Cambodian artists. The CBSCC art program was founded by Mrs. Peou Khatna, master dancer and songstress 
of the Royal Palace School of Dance in Cambodia, with the support of Venerable Oung Mean Candavanno, leader of the 
Cambodian Buddhist Society, Inc. 
 
PROGRAM INFORMATION 
 
The cultural program is open every Sunday 10:30 AM - 4:00 PM to 
individuals interested in Cambodian language and arts. Over 50 
students, ages five and up, enroll each year. The program is divided 
into the following classes: 
Dharma – From 12:45-01:00 PM, the President of the CBS gives a 
Buddhist lesson. Students learn about the history and teachings of 
The Buddha. 
Language – Students learn to read, write, and speak Khmer from 
2:00-4:00 PM. 
Dance – Students begin practice with stretches and then study the 
fundamental techniques and movements of Khmer dance. After that they break up into groups to practice their dances for 
the New Year celebration. Each year, the New Year performance includes classical dances, children’s versions of these 
dances, and folk dances. 
Music – Students learn to play a traditional Khmer instrument of their choice and perform in the New Year’s perfor-
mance’s music ensemble.  
After a year of hard work and practice, the students perform at the Khmer New Year celebration, which draws approxi-
mately 5,000 community residents from the Washington metropolitan area and nearby. 
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Cambodian Buddhist society cultural committee 
PERFORMANCES 
In addition to performing for the Khmer New Year celebration, CBSCC also proudly displays 
Khmer culture at other occasions sponsored by a variety of organizations. The following are 
some events and venues where CBSCC has performed: 

 
PARENT VOLUNTEERS 

CBSCC is a volunteer-run organi-
zation, in which parents, stu-
dents, and other volunteers are 
an integral part of its planning 
and operation. With a rotating 

schedule, volunteers provide lunch for the students. This allows students and visitors to be exposed to Cambodian cui-
sines. Parents also assist with costume design and site maintenance. Other volunteers provide additional support as 
needed, e.g. designing program materials, applying for grants, and serving as photographers, sound mixers, or light 
technicians. 
 
 
CBSCC programs are funded in part by: 
 An operating grant from the Maryland State Arts Council, an agency dedicated to cultivating a vibrant cultural com-

munity where the arts thrive. And in by an award from the National Endowment for the Arts, which believes that a 
great nation deserves great art. 

 The Montgomery County government and the Arts and Humanities Council of Montgomery County. 

 
The Trot Dance 
The trot show represents the ancient time when population lived very close to wild animals such as deer, Tunsorng (wild 
cow), or peacock. There are a variety of stories in The Trot dance but CBSCC has selected this excerpt: 
The hunter attempts to kill the deer but other creatures, the giant, preay srey (banchees), and peacocks, try to protect the 
deer by leading it away from the hunter into the forest. Long ago, our ancestor believed that when wild animals entered 
the village we must catch and put powder and perfume on them and let them go back into forest but not kill them. Those 
released animals were expected to take away all the bad luck and leave the village residents with only good luck. Dona-
tions to build or restore temples or public buildings during the new year are believed to be the most effective way to 
bring good luck for the year to come. 

Cont’d 

Library of Congress 
Lotus Festival at Aquatic Gardens 
National Institutes of Health 
Magical Montgomery & Sunfest 
French Embassy 
Towson University 

Smithsonian Folklife Festivals 
2008 Presidential Inauguration Day 
Kennedy Center 
Marriott’s Cultural Appreciation Day 
Royal Cambodian Embassy 
National Institutes of Health 
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១-របជូំនពរ - របជូំនពរគជឺរបមួំយែដលបង្ហ ញនូវខត្តមតងឹ្រតចះ្រតចង់របស់នរែីខមរ។ សូមេ យផក ែដលបច េ យ
សិលបៈករនីេយើងេនកនុងេពលរេសៀលេនះជូននូវសុភមងគលនិងេសចក្តសុីខចេំរ ើនរុងេរឿង្រគប់្របករ ដល់េភញ វកតិ្តយិសទងំ
អស់ ែដលបនអេញជើញមកេនកនុងេពលេនះតេរៀងេទ។  
 

Robam Choun Por (Blessing Dance) – This dance expresses the ideal quality of beauty in 
Khmer women. We would like to present our best wishes in this dance to all our guests. May the 
flowers tossed by our dancers bring you all everlasting happiness and prosperity. 

Dancers (តួសែំដង) : Anna Mosher, Crystal Khoeun, Lina Roberts‐Way, Margaret Sim, Sky Bloomer, 

Sophia Yuth, Tiffani Mey, Vickhickha Thach, Vinita Yoo, Viriya Yoo, Zyanne Seng 
 

២-របមំករ - របមំករដក្រសង់ពីឆកមួយរបមុំនីេមខលែដលបុ ណមនជេំនឿថ ជករបង្ហ យអទិេទពខងទឹកេភ្ល ង និងជ
តំ ងកម្ល ងំធមមជតបួិនយ៉ងគ៖ឺ ទឹក ដ ីេភ្លើង ខយល់។  
ដេំណើ រេរឿង៖ ្រពះនងមុនីេមខ  ្រពះអងគមច ស់វរឈុន មសូរ(យក ) បនេទបន្តរវជិជ ជមួយ្រគូរួមគន ។ េនេពលបញច ប់
ករសិក  េ ក្រគូបនចត់ករ្របឡង េ យបន ក់វតថុបយ៉ីងជរង្វន់។ មុនីេមខ បនទទួលតបូងែកវពិេសស វរឈុន
បន្រពះខន័ និង មសូរបនពូេថ។ មុនីេមខ និងវរឈុនរកី យនិងករសេ្រមចរបស់េ ក្រគូ េហើយនគំន េំលងកំ ន្ត
ជមួយេទវ សមុ្រទនិងែផនដ។ី បុ៉ែន្ត មសូរេនែតមនិសុខចតិ្ត េហើយ ម ដេណ្តើ មតបូងែកវមុនីដ៍មនមហិទធរទិធេនះ។ េរៀង
ល់េពលតបូងែកវនិងពូេថ្របឆងំគន  គបឺេងកើតេ យមនផគររនទះ។ របេំនះគ្ឺរតង់េទវ រក សមុ្រទនិងែផនដ្ីរបបំរូីប នគំន ំ

េលងេដើមបអីបអរមុនីេមខ  េ យេ្របើផ្លតិជឧបករណ៍តំ ងភពទន់ភ្លន់ៃនចង្វ ក់របស់រលកសមុ្រទ។  
Robam Makar (Dragon Dance) – This is an excerpt from the Moni Mekala dance, one of the 
most sacred of court dances as it includes the realm of the gods and the symbols of the four forces of 
nature: earth, wind, fire, and water. The story: Moni Mekala is the Goddess of Rain, Vera Chhun, the 
prince, and Ramasor, the giant. They share the same teacher to attain their greatest supernatural 
power. At the end of the study, the teacher put out 3 objects for the contest. Moni Mekala receives the 
powerful crystal ball, Vera Chhun, the sword, and Ramasor, the axe. Moni Mekala and Vera Chhun are 
happy with their teacher’s decision and enjoy the dance with celestials representing water and land but 
Ramasor are unhappy and still attempt to grasp Moni Mekala’s crystal ball. Each attempt results in 
thunder and lightning. This scene consists of 8 celestial dancers using fans as dance instruments to 

Dance & music synopsis េសចក្តអី ថ ធបិបយសលិបៈសេងខប 
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Dance & music synopsis េសចក្តអី ថ ធបិបយសលិបៈសេងខប 
Dancers (តួសែំដង) Suejane Tan, Elizabeth Khorn, Annong Phann,. Tiffani K. Chung, Sophal Hoover, 

Lena Ou, Dinita Mani, Kaliyan Uong, Allysa Thao,. Amelia I eliag 
 

៣-រប ំ ្វ ្របជុ ំ- ្វ ្របជុគំជឺ្របេភទបតរបស់តួអងគហនុមន។ ្វ ្របជុ ំគបឺង្ហ ញនូវចរតិពិតៗរបស់សត្វពនរ ភព្រកម៉ច់្រក
េមើម រួមបញចូ លនិងករពត់ ត់ដងខ្លួន ងកយ និងអវៈយវៈេ យមនភពរងឹម ំ ្វ ប់េទ មេ ភ័ណភពនិងលកខ
ណៈសខំន់មួយ េនកនុងតួអងគហនុមន។ ជពិេសសេទេទៀត ្វ ្របជុរួំមបញចូ លនូវកបច់បតមួយចនួំនេទៀត ែដលសិស ្របុ
សៗ្រគប់រូប្រតូវេចះ មុននឹងេទេរៀនរបេំផ ងៗេទៀត។ របេំនះេគែតងែតសែំដង្រគប់កលៈេទសៈ មនិេរ ើសេពលេវ េឡើយ។ 
Robam Sva Prathom (Basic Monkey Dance) – This dance provides a foundation of the 
Monkey character style dance. Male dancers learn and perfect basic choreography and movements 
incorporated in dances that involve the Monkey character. This dance promotes flexibility and strength 
and exhibits many humorous Monkey behaviors. 
 

Dancers (តួសែំដង) Aiden Seng, Alexandar Thao, Everest Bloomer, Ganbo  Voey, Riley P. Chung, 

Samret Nathan Say, Sean Roy‐Barnes, Sombot Tyler Say, Sovunn Hoover, Tyler D. Chung, 
Veasna Nicholas Say 

 

៤-េភ្លងពិណពទយ - កលេដើមេឡើយ ត្រនីេនះគជឺ្រកុមេភ្លង្រពះ ជ
្រទព ែដល្របគកំដំរេនកនុង្រពះបរម ជ ងំ និងពិធបុីណយធំៗ បុ៉េណ្ណះ។  
Pleng Pin Peat – (Classical Music Ensemble) 
This Classical Music Ensemble was traditionally used to ac-
company court dance performed in the Royal Palace. 

Student Musicians (ត្រន្តីករ): Aaron Mikael Say, Borvority Uong, 

Brandon Yuth, Chapponarot, Bornhor, Chorwanvirak Bornhor, 
Dominique Kheav, Evalyn Thao, Kim David Bloesch,, Linka Touch, 
Mark Mey, Rico Chhim, Salen Nhean, Vichea Luc Say, Visnu Kheav, 
Wolfram, Chhay Bloomer 
 

៥-របបុំបផ េ កិយ - របជំរបមួំយែដលបេងកើតេឡើងជពិេសសសំ ប់េកមងៗេដើមប ី ត់និងដកយកបទពិេ ធន៍កនុងករបត់
ែបនដងខ្លួន កបល ៃដេជើង និង្រមមៃដ្រមមេជើងជេដើម។មយង៉េទៀត ចេ្រម ងេនកនុងរបេំនះេរឿប ប់សរេសើរអពីំស្រមសៈ
របស់ផក ែដល ្អ តេ្រប បបនស្រមសល់និងភពបរសុិទធរបស់កុមរនិង្រស្តីែខមរ។ 
Robam Bopha Lokey (Flower of the World Dance) – This dance is created especially for 
our young performers in the Khmer court dance repertoire so to provide them with experience in 
moving and swaying their bodies, heads, waists, arms, hands, fingers and toes to the musical and 
rhythmic accompaniment of Pin Peat (Classical Instrument) ensemble. 

Dancers (តួសែំដង): Amyla Yuth, Carolyn Thao, Chloe A. Chung, Dana Grimley, Khalia Drakeford, 

Kimberly Khan, Naomi Bopha Ahrens, Natalie Chanary Yuth 
 

6-របផំ េគះអែ្រង - កសិកមមជមូល ធ ននិងមុខរបរចញិចឹ មជវីតិដ៏សខំន់េន្របទសកមពុជ។ េ្រកយពីេពល្រចូតកត់េបក
ែបន្របមូល្រសូវ ក់ជ្រងុករួចេហើយ កសិករែខមរែតងែតនគំន ្របរពធពិធ ី    ” ន” កនុងន័យែថ្លងអណំរគុណចេំពះទឹកដែីដល
បនចញិចឹ មខ្លួន េ យមនេរៀបចចំណីំ រ បែង្អមចង្អ ប។ល។ េ្រកយេពលែដលចស់ទុកំនុងភូមេិធ្វើពិធែីសនេ្រពនថ្វ យនំ
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េរៀប ប់អពីំស្រមស់មតុភូមនិិងអពីំករងររបស់ខ្លួន ែដលជកសិករកនុងករ្របកបរបរចញិចឹ មជីវតិ។  យុវជនយុវនរចីប់េផ្តើម
េគះអែ្រង េ យយកអែ្រងទងគចិេទនឹងកណំល់េឈើ អែ្រងទងគនឹិងអែ្រង បេងកើតជចង្វ ក់រណ្តំ ន់ឮរពំង មចង្វ ក់េភ្លងយ៉ង
រេន្តើន េហើយ ចំក់កបច់កនុងទឹកមុខញញឹមេសើចេលងយ៉ងសបបយរកី យ។ 
Robam Ang Reh (Pestle Dance) – Agriculture is a basic occupation in Cambodia. After the 
harvest, farmers perform a ceremony called “DALEAN” to give thanks to the earth which provides 
them food. After the village elderly finishes making the dedication, music and pestle dance begin. 
The pestle beaters and the dancers sing about the beauty of their mother land and about their 
occupation as farmers to earn a living. Young men and young women beat the pestles on a wooden 
block to the rhythm of the music. 

Dancers (តួសែំដង): Dinita Mani, Sunny Tech, Annong Phann, Anthony Kiv, Suejane Tan, Ganbo  Voey, 

Allysa Thao, Dante Chetana Phann, Sophal Hoover, Sam Lyons, Amelia I eliag, Tiffani K. Chung 
The Cultural Committee chaired by Ms. Narin Jameson would like to thank the Board of Directors, teachers parents, and volunteers 
who have generously donated their time and effort to suppor Khmer Arts. The program would not be possible without their valuable 
contributions. We also would like to thank Ms. HienVat-Ho for providing beautiful bouquets and flower arrangements. 

 
Cambodian Buddhist Society, Inc. President:    Dr. Sovan Tun 
Cambodian Buddhist Society Cultural Committee Chairperson:  Ms. Narin Jameson 
Cambodian Buddhist Society  Cultural Committee vice chair:  Ms. Natalie Chhuan 
Art Director and Dance Masters:      Ms. Masady Mani 
Honorary Art Director and Dance Master:    Ms. Ny Jewel 
Music Director:        Mr. Ngek Chum 
Advisor:    Ms. Raci Say 
Dance Masters:    Mr. Sochietah Ung, Mr. Viphas Heng 
Honorary Dance Master:  Ms. Khantya Nou 
Dance Teachers:   Mr. Puthyrith Sek, Ms Khalarath Bloesch-Sek and Ms. Vathana Saraci Say 
Dance Student Assistants:  Ms. Suejane Tan, Ms. Lena Ouk, and Mr. Ganbott Voey 
Music Teacher:    Ms. Natalie Chhuan, Mr. Sok Nou, Mr. Son Sin 
Musicians:    Mr. Ngek Chum (Roneat Ek), Mr. Sovannachot Chum (Sampho),  
Mr. Sok Nou (Khim), Ms.Sovath Dydaya Chittchang (Korng Thom), Dr. Joanna Pecore (Roneat thung) and Mr. Son Sin (Tror Saor) 
Vocalists:  Mr. Ra Klay and Ms. Sophy Hoeung 
Special Guests:  Mr. Ra Klay, Ms. Sophy Hoeung, Ms. Sovath Dydaya Chittchang, Mr. Sovannachot Chum, and Dr. Joanna Pecore 
Welcome Committee:     Ms. Narin Jameson 
Flower Arrangement Committees:   Ms. Sovanthary Chhim and Ms. Hien Vat-Ho 
Public Relations and Program Coordinator:  Ms. Annong Phann 
Photography:      Mr. Viseth Dy 
Program/Graphics Editor/Videographer:   Mr. Serey Vuth Bou 
Security:      Mr. Houth Chheng, Mr. Veasna Keo and team 
Stage Decoration: MrPuhyrith Sek, MrThomas Yuth, MrNisay Say, Mr  Thomas Mey, MrSophady Uong, Mr . Russell Ahrens 
  Mr. Bun Say Ngor  and Mr. Vi Chet  
Lighting:  Mr. Puhyrith Sek, Mr. Sophady Uong 
Sound:  Mr. Puhyrith Sek, and Mr. Thomas Yuth, 
Costume Artists: Ms. Masady Mani, Mr. Sochietah Ung, Ms. Raci Say, Ms. Rady Omkar, Ms. Natalie Chhuan,  
 Ms. Vattanak Chan Thao, Ms. Boravy Lin, Ms. Vickie Say, Ms. Suzanne Chung, Ms. Ta Grimley, Ms. Dorey Uong, Ms. 
 Thida Lun, Ms. Chanthiea Seng, and Romaine Roy 
Hairdressers:  Ms. Keasophore Seng, Ms. Somnang Voey, Ms. Sarina Yuth, Ms. Elaine Taing, and Ms. Bunna Sinn 
Makeup Artists: Ms. Boravy Lin, and Ms. Suzanne Chung 
Thank you for to the Volunteers of CBSCC who help with fundraising, grants, stage setup, sound, 
lighting, site maintenance, weekly lunches, and other production and program functions: 
Ms. Alice Alexander Mr. Johnny Drakeford Ms. Rita Pin Ahrens Ms. Tara Cameron-Bloomer, Ms. Bophany Drakeford Mr. Kay Ek 
Ms. Romaine Roy Ms. Tha Chhuop, Ms. Boravy Lin Ms. Keosophore Seng Mr. Russell Ahrens Ms. Thida Lun, Mr. Bryan Bloomer 
Ms. Kesey Ned Mr. Samuth Keo Mr. Thomas Mey, Ms. Bunna Sinn Mr. Koe Bornhor Mr. Sany Ngesth Mr. Thomas Yuth 
Ms. Chanda Mey Mr. Lay Yoo Ms. Sarina Yuth Ms. Thorn Nhek, Ms. Chanthiea Seng Ms. Leang Thao Ms. Seanchou Iv-Tan Mr. Tom 
Sim, Mr. Chhuon Thao Ms. Morn Sim Mr. Sitha Chheng Ms. Vatanak Thao, Ms. Cynthia Way Ms. Nadine Markham-Itteilag Ms. 
Somnang Voey Ms. Vathany Say, Mr. Dan Grimley Ms. Navy Dy Ms. Sophal Hoover Mr. Veasna Heng, Ms. Dorey Uong Mr. 
Nigal Horne Mr. Sophady Uong Ms. Vickie Say, Ms. Elaine Taing Ms. Paula Pal Kheav Mr. Sotheany Leas Mr. Victor Chhim 
Mr. Fred Mosher Mr. Phat Yuth Ms. Suzanne Chung Ms. Vorleak Bornhor, Mr. Jean-Daniel Bloesch Ms. Rebecca Roberts 
Ms. Ta Grimley Mr. Vuthy Kheav 

 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
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MAK THEUNG REHEARSAL  េពល ត់េរឿងងម៉ក់ថងឺ 
 
 

Homrong Performers 

Soleil Becker, Katherine Yap, Darlene You, Angelea Ea, Maleena Lim, and Diana Ouk. 
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MAK THEUNG REHEARSAL  េពល ត់េរឿងងម៉ក់ថងឺ 
 

Homrong rehearsal by CAHI 
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Cell: 301 613-3781 
Office: 301 384-8700 
email: suuokeefe@mris.com 
www.suuokeefe-md-realty.com 
 Speak 
Cambodian & Vietnamese 

Attention Buyers & Sellers 
Are You Aware the Market Has Changed? 

... And It’s In Your Favor 
If You Want To Know the Current Market  
Value of Your Home, Call Me Today for a 

Free Market Evaluation 
Whether You Are Buying, Selling or Investing 

I Can Serve You! 
 

I offer quality personalized  
service with flexible service fees.  

 
My promise is to provide extraordinary service to meet 
your real estate needs better than anyone else.  I always 
conduct my business with the highest standards in the real 
estate industry. 

 

 

SUU O’KEEFE 
Realtor 

Congratulation Bo and Karina! Congratulation May and Jay! 

សសួ្តឆីន ថំមី Happy Khmer New Year 

សូមេទវ ឆន ថំមី ្របទនេសរសីួស្តី ជ័យមងគល វិបុលសុខ ដល់េយើងខញុំទងំអស់គន  
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From all of us at CIG 

Cambodian-American Investment Group, LLC 

The harvest is in and it is time to rejoice in the fruits of our labor with our family, friends, 
and neighbors. In this spirit, our Khmer New Year festival springs to life. 

Let us give thanks to the planning and hard work that made this harvest possible. 
In this same spirit, let us join together in the planning and investment of our future. 

May the Tevada of the New Year, 
Buddhist Era 2557, 

bring you and your family 
Happiness, Health, Peace, and Prosperity! 

To learn more about the Cambodian-American Investment Group, LLC (“CIG”), please contact any of us: 
Khuy Lim, maraketc@yahoo.com 

  Chanthary Koch, chanthary@gmail.com 
Tung Yap, tkyap1@yahoo.com 

Phavann Chhuan, p_chhuan@yahoo.com 
Sambath Chung, sambathchung@gmail.com 
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 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 

 

Hours of Opera on: 

10:30 AM – 9:00 PM 

 

Proprietor: Jimmy Huynh 

េយើងមនលក់គុយទវភនំេពញ 
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Happy Khmer New Year 
 
 
 

From 
(me)Theron and (my parent)Tonic and Vicki Tep 

- Tony Tep and Family 
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Happy Khmer New Year 2013 

  
From All of Us 

 
Cambodian Senior Association 

  

  

សួស្តីឆន ំថ ម ី

Licensed in Virginia and Maryland. 
The finest compliment I could ever receive is a 

referral from my friends and clients. 
Ask me about my buyer CASH BACK rebate today! 

សួស្តីឆន ថំមី  Dr Sakhonn Chak,  
President 

Hassan Kasem 
USA Representative 

1050 Connecticut Ave, NW, 10th Floor 
Washington, DC 20036     Tel: 202-772-1047 
Email: khmer.mchas.srok@gmail.com 

Happy Khmer New Year 

...Never Ceases to Stand for Khmer Rights and Survival... 

http://www.khmer-mchas-srok.org 

Happy Khmer New Year 2013 
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Wishing you and your family good health, peace and prosperity. 
 

Happy Khmer New Year 2013 

Maryland Wheaton High 
End Restaurant For Sale 

$350,000 

Virginia Alexandria Super Buf-
fet For Sale 
$550,000 

Happy Khmer New Year! 

House For Rent 
$2,300 

Bristow, Virginia 

Scott Ke 
Residential and 

Commercial 
Realtor 

Cell: 571-228-2536 
Email: ske868@gmail.com 
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In Memory of Samdech Preah Sangharāja 
  

CHUON NATH 
Jotaññāno  

 

Happy Khmer New Year 2013  
Year of the Serpent  
Buddhist Era 2557  

 

Samudd & Mealy Chhim  

សសួ្តឆីន ថំមី 

Happy khmer new year  
From all of us! 

 

Juvy Nuth and Family 

សសួ្តឆីន ថំមី 

From Serey Em’s Family 
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សសួ្តឆីន ថំមី 

Toyota of Bowie 
16700 Governor Bridge Road 
Bowie, MD  20716 
Cell Ph.  (301) 395-2164 
Email: bonavychh@hotmail.com 
 
Are you in the market for a vehicle? 
Please contact me immediately! 
 
Deals (Toyota incentive ends April 30): 
 
 
2012 Camry  $1,250.00 cash back AND 0% financing for 60 months available 
2013 Camry   1.9% financing for 60 months available 
2012 Prius     0% financing for 60 months available 
2013 Sienna $1,250.00 cash back or 0% financing for 60 months available 
 
My customers has giving Toyota Survey about the service that they experienced as 
Truly Exceptional. 

 
AMAZING DEAL with Bonavy Chhim 
 
2013 Prius 0% financing available 
2013 Prius V 0% financing available 
2012 only Prius C cash back $1,000 
2013 Prius Plug-In 0% financing available 
2013 Sienna $1,250.00 cash back OR 0% fi-
nancing available 
2012 Camry $1250 cash back AND 0% fi-
nancing available 
2013 Camry 0% financing available 
2013 Corolla $500 cash back OR 0%  
financing available 
2013 Camry Hybrid  1.9% financing available 
2013 Tundra $2,750.00 cash back OR 0%  
   financing available 
2013 Highlander $500 cash back OR  
  0% financing available 
2013 Venza 0% financing available 
 
THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY. 

Bonavy Chhim 

េបើេ កអនក្រតូវករទិញឬដូរ 
ន សូមទក់ទងជមួយ

នងខញុ  ំ
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Suorsdey Chnam Thmey! 

Wishing Everyone a  
Happy Khmer New Year 

2013 

Sokhany and Sophorn Nuon 

 

 
PenFed Realty  
361 Maple Avenue West, Suite 100  
Vienna, VA 22180  
Office: 703-281-8500 Fax 703-281-8501  
Cell: 703-898-2903  
Email: 2McNeals@DCRealEstate4Sale.com  
 

Web: www.Taylor.McNeal.pfragent.com  
 

THE BEST COMPLIMENT IS A REFERRAL TO YOUR FAMILY AND 
FRIENDS! THANK YOU FOR YOUR  

BUSINESS! 
An independently owned and operated member of BRER 
Affiliates, Inc. Not affiliated with Prudential. Prudential 
marks used under license.  

សសួ្តឆីន ថំមី 

Taylor McNeal 
REALTOR®  

 
Licensed in VA, MD, and DC 

Happy Khmer New Year 

សសួ្តឆីន ថំមី 

សសួ្តឆីន ថំមី 
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េនកនុងឱកសចូលឆន ថំមី  
ឆន មំ ញ់បញចស័ក ព.ស. ២៥៥៧ គ.ស.២០១៣ 
ខញុំ លឹម ៊ ម ឃុយ នងខញុំ េចង វិល័យល័កខ 

សូមបួងសួងេ យវិញញ ណកខនធរបស់េ កឪពុកនិងអនកម្ត យទងំពីរនម 
េចង េហង និង េចង កិរយិ 

ឆយ អីុវ េ្រសង និង យុងំ គឹម ហួត 
បនេទកន់ នសុគតិភព នបរមសុខកំុបីេឃ្ល ងឃ្ល តេឡើយ។ 

សូមបួងសួងដល់េទវ ឆន ថំមី ្របសិទធពរជ័យ សិរមីងគល វិបុលសុខដល់្រកុម្រគួ រេយើងខញុំ។ 
សូមេ យ្របេទសកមពុជបនសុខសន្តិភពជនិរន្តរត៍េទ។ 

សូមេ យមនុស ជតិមនេម្រតីភពរ ងគន និងគន កនុងពិភពេ ក។ 


